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FROM “LOUD FAST RULES”…

enormity | great or 
extreme scale

imminently | very soon

FROM “NASCAR MAY BE  
THE FASTEST”…

normal force | in mechanics, 
the force that surfaces exert 
to prevent solid objects from 
passing through each other

kinetic energy | in physics, 
the energy that an object 
possesses due to its motion 

FROM “HOW PROHIBITION  
GAVE BIRTH”…

elude | evade or escape 
from, typically in a skillful 
or cunning way

FROM “THE PIONEERING CAREER 
OF WENDELL SCOTT”…

acumen | ability to make 
good judgments and  
quick decisions

Dear Student, Artist, Thinker,

At first glance, stock car racing can seem solitary. Drivers are suited up like astro-
nauts, situated behind the wheels of vehicles so streamlined for speed there 
is no room for a passenger seat. Beyond the confines of the car itself though, a 
whole team of folks are working. These crew members — responsible for tightly 
choreographed refueling stops, tire changes and tune ups — are bonafide athletes 
themselves, requiring a level of physical training you’d expect of a professional 
linebacker (those fuel cans that need hauling during a seconds-long pit stop? They 
each can weigh 90 lbs, and the “gas man” carries two of them at once)!

There’s also the job of the spotter, which can be equally grueling. Perched high in 
the stadium, these crew members are responsible for keeping a constant eye on 
the track, and communicating to drivers what’s hard to see at ground level (and 
zooming by at 150 miles per hour). Spotters are exposed to unrelenting sun and 
wind or rain for the duration of a race, sometimes lasting four hours or more. 
But what they see can spell the difference between a victory and a catastrophe. 
Sometimes, you’ve heard it said, you can’t see the forest for the trees.

It often takes the perspective of someone outside the status quo to shed light 
on what’s been unseen or unacknowledged at “ground level.” Last summer, 
NASCAR driver Darrell “Bubba” Wallace, Jr., the only Black driver currently 
in NASCAR’s top tier, advocated for the removal of Confederate flags at series 
events. NASCAR listened, citing the need build upon what makes the sport 
special: “bringing people together around a love for racing and the community 
that it creates.”

Bringing people together into community is not always easy. People cheer for their 
driver, their football team, or even their political candidate. And we all can get fired 
up to support our choice, right? It’s often hard to recognize, but we don’t cheer 
in isolation. Building community means making space for others — those that 
keep us refueled, those that help us identify the hazards ahead, and even those 
inside the stadium rooting for the other driver, the other team. Though sometimes 
it may seem like it, we’re not in this alone. It takes the community to remind us. 

 Kyes Stevens and the APAEP Team

“Auto racing began five minutes after the 
second car was built.” HENRY FORD // founder of the Ford Motor Company
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How Prohibition Gave Birth to NASCAR
BY CHRISTOPHER KLEIN | History.com | Nov. 17, 2017

Even after Junior Johnson tore up dirt tracks across 
the South and notched five victories on the NASCAR 
circuit in 1955, stock car racing’s newest star contin-
ued to return home to the mountains of North Caro-
lina to work in the family business  —  moonshining.

The future NASCAR Hall of Famer and team owner 
first discovered his talent behind the wheel while 
running moonshine as a teen. “Moonshining was part 
of my growing up, but it was also part of my training in 
auto racing,” Johnson told the St. Louis Post-Dispatch 
in 1990. “Being in that business, you had to have a very 
fast car and you had to be able to outrun the revenu-
ers or highway patrol or sheriff or whoever tried to 
pursue you to try and apprehend you.”

Stock car racing had its roots in Appalachia where 
producing and selling homemade whiskey offered 
liquid salvation for family farms seeking to escape 
crippling poverty — especially during the Great 
Depression, which hit the region particularly hard. 

“Those were hard times back in the hills and you did 
things you shouldn’t to get by,” said NASCAR Hall of 
Famer Curtis Turner, who began bootlegging at age 
nine, according to NASCAR.com.

Appalachian moonshining continued to thrive even 
after Prohibition’s repeal thanks to the persistence of 
dry counties and a desire to evade hefty federal alco-
hol taxes. 

Ironically it was a devout teetotaler who did more 
for the bootlegging business in the years following 
Prohibition than anyone else. While automaker 
Henry Ford banned drinking by his workers, his Ford 
V-8 was literally the engine that drove moonshining 
after its 1932 debut.

With relative ease, mechanics could soup up the 
Ford V-8 to gain a few extra miles per hour of speed, 
which could make all the difference in car chases. To 
further elude revenue agents and the police, bootleg-
gers tricked out their cars with features that seem to be 
straight out of a spy movie or a Looney Tunes cartoon 

— devices that with a press of the button could release 
smoke screens, oil slicks and even bucket loads of tacks 
to puncture the tires of their pursuers.

During the 1930s, moonshiners began to race 
their whiskey cars at local fairgrounds and racetracks, 
where they discovered that people — sometimes tens 
of thousands of them — were willing to pay to watch 
them showcase their driving skills.

It wasn’t just the drivers who had moonshine 

in their blood. “What most chroniclers of stock car 
racing and NASCAR have failed to note,” writes Daniel 
S. Pierce in Real NASCAR: White Lightning, Red Clay 
and Big Bill France, “is that a large percentage of the 
early mechanics, car owners, promoters, and track 
owners had deep ties to the illegal alcohol business.”

That included Raymond Parks, “the first person to 
put together a formalized, legitimate racing team,” says 
Thompson. Parks ran away from his home in the moun-
tains of northern Georgia at age 14 to become an appren-
tice to a moonshiner he had met in the county jail after 
being locked up for buying hooch for his father. Work-
ing at a still and hauling corn whiskey around Atlanta, 
Parks made a fortune bootlegging. Soon, Parks began to 
invest his ill-gotten gains in legitimate enterprises such as 
service stations and the growing sport of stock car racing.

A team assembled by Parks with Red Byron behind 
the wheel won the first two NASCAR championships. 

“I don’t believe NASCAR would have developed as 
quickly or in the same way without the moonshine 
money from Raymond Parks and others that helped 
sustain it through those early years,” Thompson notes.

Bill France, however, sought to distance NASCAR 
from its bootlegging origins as he took control of the 
organization, and that tension contributed to the 
decision by Parks to leave NASCAR and sell his race 
cars in 1951. Under France’s leadership, NASCAR 
embraced corporate sponsorship and downplayed 
its bootlegging past, becoming more associated with 
Mountain Dew than mountain dew.

“France saw an opportunity to develop NASCAR into 
more of a family-friendly sport that could make more 
money over time, and to do that he needed to downplay 
the connection between that sport and its illegal roots,” 
says Thompson. 

The closest NASCAR comes to grain alcohol these 
days is in the ethanol filling up gas tanks, but the 
sport’s moonshine history is beginning to be recog-
nized. In 2017, Parks was inducted into the NASCAR 
Hall of Fame, which features a bootlegging exhibit and 
an authentic moonshine still built by Junior Johnson 
himself. Sixty years after his arrest, Johnson has again 
returned to the family business — this time legiti-
mately — as his father’s whiskey recipe is now avail-
able in liquor stores as Junior Johnson’s Midnight 
Moon Carolina Moonshine.  

mEdited for space and content

HISTORY

WHAT VEHICLE IS 
SPELLED THE SAME 
BACKWARDS AND 
FORWARDS?

riddles.nu

WHEN IS A CAR 
NOT A CAR?

thoughtcatalog.com

?

NASCAR racers do 
not manage to hold 
it in whenever they’re 
on the track racing. 
They just go in their 
seats since you can’t 
exactly go at a rest 
stop during a race. 
Before they get out 
of their cars, they 
hide the fact that they 
peed in their pants 
by pouring water over 
themselves too.

mydriftfun.com | Icon 
from the Noun Project
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NASCAR May Be the Fastest Way to Learn About Physics
BY CHRISTINE HELMS | The Conversation | August 9, 2019

Maybe it’s the excitement in the crowd or maybe it’s the 
constant threat of danger that draws people to the sport. 
Or maybe it’s the feats of science and engineering that 
pull some spectators in. As a physicist, I love seeing all 
the physics principles on display during a NASCAR race.

Speed | NASCAR drivers travel at extremely high 
speeds, over 200 miles per hour. They accelerate so 
quickly that it takes them only around 3 to 3.5 seconds 
to go from zero to 60 mph. During this acceleration, 
the car must exert an average of 2,600 lbs of horizon-
tal force each second against the track. This is compa-
rable to the bite force of a large American crocodile or 
what it would take to lift a full-grown buffalo.

According to Einstein’s theory of special relativity, 
the faster you move through space, the slower your 
passage of time. So it’s fair to say that speed demon 
NASCAR drivers age a very tiny bit less than the rest 
of us. At the end of a 3.5 hour race, the drivers have 
aged about 0.5 nanoseconds less than the spectators 
who stayed still. If a driver raced nonstop at 200 mph 
for the next 50 years, he would age 70 microseconds 
less than the rest of us.

While NASCAR drivers are moving at incredibly fast 
speeds compared to the crowds in the stands, their speeds 
are small compared to what Einstein had in mind—like 
how fast light can travel, 670 million mph. The effect of 
relativity at the track is small, but it does exist.

The track | So how are drivers able to obtain these speeds?
As a car enters a turn, it naturally wants to continue 

in the direction it was originally going. To change 
direction to follow the curve of the oval-shaped track, 
a force must be applied.

The necessary force comes from the friction 
between the tires and the track. Friction is the 
connection between the two that prevents them from 
sliding against one another.

So for drivers it’s a balancing act—they want to 
keep the pedal to the metal, but they can’t go so fast 
on a curve that their speed overpowers the maneu-
vering ability provided by friction. Go too quickly 
and the friction may not be enough to prevent the 
car from continuing in its original direction and slid-
ing straight into the wall. Slow down too much and 
you fall behind the competition.

The way the track is designed can help out here. 
The turns are banked, meaning they are higher on the 

outside of the track and lower toward the center. Part of 
the force of the road pushing up on the car—what phys-
icists call the normal force – assists the frictional force 
of the tires and helps the car make it around the turn.

Banking in the turns at some of the fastest race tracks 
is comparable to the steepness of a playground slide. 
Banking at Richmond International Raceway allows 
cars to go approximately 1.3 times faster than they could 
without banking. Larger curves and higher banking, like 
those seen at Daytona and Talladega, allow the drivers 
to maintain a higher speed as they round those corners.

Power | Power is a measure of energy converted from 
one form to another in a set amount of time. In stock 
car racing, this conversion is from the chemical energy 
stored in gasoline to the kinetic energy of motion.

A NASCAR engine produces around 750 horse-
power (560 kW), which exceeds a similar model street 
car that tops out around 300 horsepower. During a 
race, the power conversion of a NASCAR engine is 
about 500 times the power usage of the typical Amer-
ican household during the same period of time.

The cars’ power comes from burning gas as the 
engine rotates. The rotation of a NASCAR engine is 
3.5 times faster than a standard street car and much 
more efficient, allowing it to combust more quickly 
and produce more power.

So next time you head to the track or tune in on TV, 
ponder some of the physics of NASCAR, as well as the 
contributions of scientists and engineers working 
behind the scenes to improve the speed, power and 
safety of the sport. 

mEdited for space and content

SCIENCE

WHAT COMES 
WITH A CAR, 
GOES WITH A CAR, 
IS OF NO USE TO 
A CAR, BUT THE 
CAR CAN’T MOVE 
WITHOUT IT?

riddlesandanswers.com

?

The laws of 
physics are on 
display at the 
Daytona Interna-
tional Speedway 

Images from Action 
Sports Photography/
Shutterstock.com
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Sudoku
MATHEMATICS

#62 PUZZLE NO. 5977925

#61 PUZZLE NO. 4883375

SUDOKU HOW-TO GUIDE
1. Each block, row, and column 
must contain the numbers 1–9.
2. Sudoku is a game of logic and 
reasoning, so you should not 
need to guess.
3. Don’t repeat numbers within 
each block, row, or column.
4. Use the process of elimination 
to figure out the correct place-
ment of numbers in each box.
5. The answers appear on the 
last page of this newsletter.

What the example will look 
like solved q

2 4 8 3 9 5 7 1 6

5 7 1 6 2 8 3 4 9

9 3 6 7 4 1 5 8 2

6 8 2 5 3 9 1 7 4

3 5 9 1 7 4 6 2 8

7 1 4 8 6 2 9 5 3

8 6 3 4 1 7 2 9 5

1 9 5 2 8 6 4 3 7

4 2 7 9 5 3 8 6 1

3 9 1

5 1 4

9 7 5

6 2 5 3 7

7 8

7 8 9 3

8 3 1 9

9 2 6 7

4 3 6 1

ROW

COLUMN

BLOCKBOX

“In racing, they say that your car goes where 
your eyes go. The driver who cannot tear his 

eyes away from the wall as he spins out of 
control will meet that wall; the driver who 

looks down the track as he feels his tires 
break free will regain control of his vehicle.”

GARTH STEIN // American author and film producer

Icons from the Noun Project
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NASCAR cars reach speeds 
above 150 mph, with many aver-
aging speeds around 180 mph, 
and some pushing 200 mph. At 
200 mph, NASCAR drivers in one 
second travel 293 feet, almost 
the length of a football field.

On turns, drivers experience 
between two and three G’s (up to 
three times the force of gravity) 
every turn. Temperatures in the 
car often exceed 100 degrees 
Fahrenheit, reaching as much as 
170 degrees by the floorboards.

Stadiums for NASCAR venues can 
hold up to 170,000 spectators 

— much more than for any other 
sport in North America. 

Drivers can lose 5-10 pounds in 
sweat during a race. If a driver 
loses more than 3 percent of 
his body weight in sweat and 
doesn’t replace those fluids, 
focus and reflexes start declining.

The total weight of a Sprint Cup 
Series car is 3,450 pounds. The 
weight includes a 200-pound 
driver and helmet. If a driver 
weighs less than 200 pounds, 
weights are added in 10-pound 
increments to make sure all driv-
ers weigh 200 pounds.

A race car generally uses up three 
times as much motor oil as your 
passenger car. Also, race cars only 
use water in the radiator.

DID YOU KNOW?

Idiom

“Back seat driver”
Meaning Someone who criticizes from the sidelines.

Origin This comes from the annoying habit of some people of giving unwanted 
advice to vehicle drivers. It emerged in the USA in the early 20th century, as 
motoring was becoming widespread. The first reference I can find to someone 
being called a ‘back-seat driver’ is from the Daily Kennebec Journal (Augusta, 
USA), May 1914: “When New York pitcher Vernon Gomez retires as a smokebal-
ler he wants to become a smoke eater. Here he gets a tryout as a back-seat driver 
on a hook and ladder truck at St. Petersburg …” 

The link between that form of back seat driving and the present meaning of the 
phrase isn’t explicit, and there’s no particular reason to attach any negative senti-
ment to it. It’s possible that the phrase originated that way, but I rather doubt it.

The figurative and derogatory meaning of ‘back-seat driver’ is unambiguous in 
this from The Bismarck Tribune a few years later — December 1921: “A back-seat 
driver is the pest who sits on the rear cushions of a motor car and tells the driver 
what to do. He issues a lot of instructions, gives a lot of advice, offers no end of 
criticism. And doesn’t do a bit of work.”

We no longer need back-seat drivers in cars to nag us if we take a wrong turn-
ing; we now have electronic devices for that. I wonder how long it will be before 
someone coins a negative term for them?
Source: phrases.org.uk

Facts source: mydriftfun.com | Photo from nascar.com | Icon by the Noun Project

IN 1976 JANET GUTHRIE BECAME 
THE FIRST FEMALE RACER TO 
PARTICIPATE IN A WINSTON CUP 
RACE. SHE FINISHED 15TH IN THE 
WORLD 600 RACE. SHE ALSO 
PARTICIPATED IN THE DAYTONA 
500 AND THE INDY 500.

EVERY DRIVER IN SUNDAY’S 
DAYTONA 500 MUST PASS A PHYS-
ICAL AND DRUG TEST, AS WELL AS 
THE VETTING PROCESS. HOWEVER, 
THEY’RE NOT REQUIRED TO HAVE 
A DRIVER’S LICENSE.

“The crashes people remember, but drivers remember the near misses.”
MARIO ANDRETTI // Italian-born American former racing driver
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“Ode to My 1977 Toyota” by Barbara Hamby, from Babel. © University of Pittsburgh Press. 

Barbara Hamby was born in New Orleans and raised in Honolulu. She  is the author of six books of poems, most recently Bird Odyssey (2018) 
and On the Street of Divine Love: New and Selected Poems (2014), both published by the University of Pittsburgh Press, which also published 
Babel (2004) and All-Night Lingo Tango (2009). Her first book, Delirium, won the Vassar Miller Prize, The Kate Tufts Award, and the Poetry 
Society of America’s Norma Farber First Book Award. Her second book, The Alphabet of Desire, won the New York University Press Prize for 
Poetry and was published in 1999 by New York University Press.

WRITING PROMPT
What may just be any old thing to 
someone else may be very dear to you. 
This week’s writing prompt is simple: 
write an ode (a poem that celebrates) to 
an inanimate object: a car, a building, a 
notebook, etc. Choose something that you 
have a lot of fond memories with, an item 
that has earned your affection through the 
test of time. What “firsts” did you share 
with it? How much time did you spend 
together? What makes this thing worthy 
of being celebrated?

Word Search

CHERRIES
TIARA
VELVET

BRINY
TRUNK
DRIVE

MOTORS
SINGING
COAST

SEWING
BROILED
JASMINE

TRAFFIC
LOAFERS
TUNA

Ode to My 1977 Toyota
BY BARBARA HAMBY

Engine like a Singer sewing machine, where have you
     not carried me — to dance class, grocery shopping,
into the heart of darkness and back again? O the fruit
     you’ve transported — cherries, peaches, blueberries,
watermelons, thousands of Fuji apples-books,
     and all my dark thoughts, the giddy ones, too,
like bottles of champagne popped at the wedding of two people
     who will pass each other on the street as strangers
in twenty years. Ronald Reagan was president when I walked
     into Big Chief Motors and saw you glimmering
on the lot like a slice of broiled mahi mahi or sushi
     without its topknot of tuna. Remember the months
I drove you to work singing “Some Enchanted Evening”?
     Those were scary times. All I thought about
was getting on I-10 with you and not stopping. Would you
     have made it to New Orleans? What would our life
have been like there? I’d forgotten about poetry. Thank God,
     I remembered her. She saved us both. We were young
together. Now we’re not. College boys stop us at traffic lights
     and tell me how cool you are. Like an ice cube, I say,
though you’ve never had air conditioning. Who needed it?
     I would have missed so many smells without you — 
confederate jasmine, magnolia blossoms, the briny sigh
     of the Gulf of Mexico, rotting ‘possums scattered
along 319 between Sopchoppy and Panacea. How many holes
     are there in the ballet shoes in your back seat?
How did that pair of men’s white loafers end up in your trunk?
     Why do I have so many questions, and why
are the answers like the animals that dart in front of your headlights
     as we drive home from the coast, the Milky Way
strung across the black velvet bowl of the sky like the tiara
     of some impossibly fat empress who rules the universe
but doesn’t know if tomorrow is December or Tuesday or June first. 
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The Pioneering Career of Wendell Scott 
BY TOM JENSEN |  nascarhall.com | August 28, 2020

Bold pioneer. Fearless driver. Skilled mechanic. 
Devoted family man. World War II veteran. Danville, 
Virginia, native Wendell Scott was all of those things 
and much more, which is why he is a member of the 
NASCAR Hall of Fame Class of 2015.

August 29th marks what would have been Scott’s 
99th birthday. Although Scott passed away in late 
1990 at the age of 69, his legacy continues to be felt 
in NASCAR today, as he was the first Black driver to 
race full time in the NASCAR premier series and the 
first to win a race.

Scott served in World War II for three years as a 
motor pool mechanic, a trade he pursued once he got 
back home and opened his own auto repair shop. He 
augmented his income by working as a taxi driver and 
by hauling moonshine in his native Virginia.

After a local promoter sought to recruit black 
drivers, Scott broke the stock car color barrier at 
the Danville Fairgrounds dirt track on May 23, 1952, 
when he competed in his old Ford. A third-place finish 
and a $50 payout were enough to convince Scott he 
wanted to go racing.

“Once I found out what it was like, racing was all I 
wanted to do as long as I could make a decent living out 
of it,” Scott would later say. “.… I’m no different from 
most other people who’re doing what they like to do.”

But the obstacles were formidable for a Black 
racer in the segregated South in the 1950s and 60s. 
For much of his career, Scott and his family were 
denied access to hotels, restaurants and other essen-
tial services because he was Black.

Also, money was in short supply for Scott, his wife 
and their seven children. So he spent most of his 
career in used race cars that he bought from other 
drivers and teams and repaired himself, with the help 
of his kids. Scott’s mechanical acumen, relentless 
determination and ability to stretch a dollar allowed 
him to compete successfully with used cars and parts 
against teams with far more money and resources.

Despite the many challenges, Scott pressed on, 
winning hundreds of short-track races through-
out the region and capturing the Virginia NASCAR 
Sportsman championship in 1960.

Scott made his premier series debut on March 4, 
1961, at Piedmont Interstate Fairgrounds in Spar-
tanburg, South Carolina, where he finished 17th in an 
18-car field, earning $50.

What makes his success even more impressive is the 
fact that Scott ran on a shoestring budget using used 
cars and his family as crew. Scott received occasional 
assistance from other competitors such as fellow Hall 
of Famers Richard Petty (2010) and Ned Jarrett (2011).

In 1966, Scott finished a career-best sixth in points, 
beginning a string of four consecutive top-10 points 
finishes. During that 1966 season, Scott finished higher 
in the NASCAR year-end standings than seven other driv-
ers who were eventually inducted into the Hall of Fame.

With those accomplishments and the trail he 
blazed, it’s little wonder that Scott was posthumously 
inducted into the NASCAR Hall of Fame in 2015. 

PROFILE

From 1963-
70, Wendell 
Scott finished 
in the top 15 in 
the NASCAR 
premier series 
points standings 
every season. 
(Below) The 
entire Scott 
family worked 
to help Wendell 
Scott stay 
competitive.

Photos courtesy of 
NASCAR Archives 
& Research Center/ 
CQ-Roll Call Group 
via Getty Images.
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Loud Fast Rules
BY CHUCK REECE | The Bitter Southerner | May 2014

On any given fall Saturday in Knoxville, 102,455 rabid, 
orange-clad football fans will crowd into Neyland 
Stadium, the largest football stadium in the South 
and the third largest in America.

The football stadium is our communal temple, right?
Wrong. In the American South, there are nine 

sports facilities that can and do accommodate more 
fans than Neyland. One of them is Churchill Downs, 
the site of the Kentucky Derby.

The other eight all belong to NASCAR.
Some people say the Georgia-Florida game every 

year in Jacksonville is the world’s largest tailgate party.
Those people clearly ain’t been to Talladega.
If you’ve never been to Talladega, here’s a great 

way to get a picture of the event’s enormity. Imag-
ine you’ve got seats about even with the goal line at 
Neyland, Sanford or any of the South’s other college 
football stadiums. You look toward the other end zone 
and marvel at thousands of people crowded into grand-
stands that stretch for more than a hundred yards.

Sitting at Talladega is exactly like that, except 
the grandstand goes on for more than a mile. That’s 
right. The rows upon rows of fans go on not for the 
length of one football field, but for the length of 44 
football fields. Talladega is the longest speedway on 
the NASCAR Sprint Cup circuit. Fans call it “the Big 
One” — or, as you’re more likely to hear it at the parties 
outside the track on race days, “the big’un.”

The hugeness of the track itself pales in compari-
son to the gargantuan party going on outside among 
the big rigs, travel trailers and motor homes. Two 
times a year, in the spring and then again in autumn, 
the NASCAR Sprint Cup circuit comes through Tall-
edega. Each time, people not only from the South 
but also from all over America come together and 
assemble a city that stands for about a week in what 
used to be Alabama pastureland. The population of 
this city (some fans call it “’Dega Nation”) multiplies 
the population of Talladega County by a factor of at 
least 10. Then, on the Monday after the big race, they 
disassemble it, haul it away and start planning how to 
assemble something even bigger next time.

This is no small thing for the economy of the Talla-
dega County and beyond. A recent study by the Wash-
ington Economics Group, Inc. found that Talladega 
Superspeedway generates an annual economic impact 
of $407 million for the region and state. Two races a 
year at Talladega create 7,955 jobs for workers through-

out the Alabama economy, the study concluded.
The city that arises around Talladega offers as 

much — or more — than any other such temporary 
happening could. Food trucks (more like the coun-
ty-fair kind than the urban-hipster kind) offer all 
kinds of tasty treats, from pulled pork to fried every-
thing. Vendors sell every possible kind of NASCAR-
branded merchandise and race-day needs to the fans, 
but with a far more direct marketing vocabulary than 
you’d see at other sporting events. A rack of seat cush-
ions printed to look like checkered flags is adorned 
with a handwritten sign that says, “Butt Pads. $5.”

In Dega Nation, you can even buy debris. If you 
decide that the right artwork for your living room wall 
is the mangled roof of that car Carl Edwards smashed 
into the wall back in ’09, this is where you look.

And there is church. At 9 a.m. on the day of the big 
Sunday race, a group called Alabama Raceway Ministries 
conducts services at eight different locations around 
Dega Nation, including one inside the track on the infield 
that often attracts some of the drivers and their families.

We discovered this on the north side of the track 
as we walked through the Dove Ridge Campground, 
a private section of Dega Nation across the road from 
speedway property. We were walking toward the track 
when we came within earshot of a minister who was 
comparing Jesus Christ to NASCAR spotters.

Every NASCAR driver has a spotter with whom he 
(or, thanks to the presence of Danica Patrick, she) stays 
in constant radio communication throughout the race. 

CULTURE

YOU HAVE TO 
TRAVEL FAR 
BEFORE YOU 
TURN IT OVER. 
WHAT IS IT?

riddlesandanswers.com

?

WORD PLAY
A Rebus puzzle is a picture representation of a common word or 
phrase. How the letters/images appear within each box will give 
you clues to the answer! For example, if you saw the letters “LOOK 
ULEAP,” you could guess that the phrase is “Look before you leap.” 
Answers are on the last page!

Icons by the Noun Project
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The spotters alert the drivers to avoid track mishaps and 
debris, and provide constant guidance on race strategy.

The preacher concluded his sermon this way: “As you 
go through life, don’t travel without a spotter.”

The People of ‘Dega Nation
Talladega is the high church of stock-car racing, an art form 
that is truly a Southern thing. Talladega sits 60 miles east 
of Hueytown, Ala., which was the home of the legendary 
Alabama Gang, a group of drivers and mechanics led by 
the brothers Bobby and Donnie Allison who dominated 
NASCAR in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Talladega’s 
hairy three-quarter-mile back stretch just this April was 
renamed the “Alabama Gang Superstretch” in their honor.

In countless garages around the South, however you 
define it, gearheads piece together their own racing 
machines for Saturday nights at dirt tracks like the 
Millbridge Speedway in Salisbury, N.C. They race them, 
wreck them, and piece them back together again. At that 
level, Southern racing culture is a small-town, family-
and-friends thing. In those garages lie the deep roots of 
what became NASCAR.

But while NASCAR was born a Southern thing, it is immi-
nently apparent that NASCAR has become an Everybody 
thing. We wandered around for almost an hour talking to 
race fans as they made pictures next to their favorite driv-
ers’ cars and gawked at the enormity of the surroundings.

We met a group of four guys — one from New York, 
one from New Orleans, one from Missouri and one from 
Ohio — who reunite once every year at a NASCAR race. 
It’s their thing.

We saw another guy wearing white coveralls with 
dozens of logos for STP oil treatment woven into the 
fabric. He was a head-to-toe billboard for the oil treat-
ment endorsed by Richard Petty. Petty, whose daddy Lee 
won the first Daytona 500, won seven NASCAR season 
championships in the 1960s and ’70s. The fans know 
him simply as “King Richard.”

I figured this fellow in the coveralls had to be a 
die-hard, old-school Petty fan, maybe from up around 
Level Cross, N.C., where the Petty family resides.

Turns out the STP man had come all the way from 
Wisconsin.

 “We go to the small tracks in Wisconsin all the time,” 
he said in that wonderfully nasal Wisconsin staccato. 

“But this is my first real NASCAR race.”
A few minutes later, I spotted a young African-Amer-

ican woman strolling through the pit wearing a lovely 
broad-brimmed hat that looked more suited to the 
event of the day before, the Kentucky Derby. I went 
over to talk to her. She’d come over from Atlanta with 
her husband. I asked about her hat.

“Yeah, people have been kidding me about my Derby 
hat,” Graves said.

I asked her why she preferred Talladega to a Derby party.

“Because it’s cars and it’s loud and it’s fast and it’s fun and 
you get to drink a lot of beer,” she replied.

And that, really, is what gives NASCAR its appeal. If 
you like loud, there is nothing louder in the world than 
the sound of 43 finely tuned, 800-horsepower engines 
roaring past you in formation. The front row at an AC/
DC concert sounds like a library compared to this. And 
if you like fast, there is nothing more stunning than 
watching those cars, literally inches apart, move at 
speeds that approach 200 miles per hour. 

RANDOM-NEST

How A Car’s Engine Works 
BY K.C. COLWELL | CARANDDRIVER.COM | APR 17, 2019

Almost all of today’s internal-combustion engines (to keep it simple, we’ll 
focus on gasoline powerplants here) are of the four-stroke variety. Beyond 
the combustion stroke, which pushes the piston down from the top of the 
cylinder, there are three other strokes: intake, compression, and exhaust.

Engines need air (namely oxygen) to burn fuel. During the intake 
stroke, valves open to allow the piston to act like a syringe as it moves 
downward, drawing in ambient air through the engine’s intake system. 
When the piston reaches the bottom of its stroke, the intake valves 
close, effectively sealing the cylinder for the compression stroke, which 
is in the opposite direction as the intake stroke. The upward movement 
of the piston compresses the intake charge.

In today’s most modern engines, gasoline is injected directly into 
the cylinders near the top of the compression stroke. (Other engines 
premix the air and fuel during the intake stroke.) In either case, just 
before the piston reaches the top of its travel, known as top dead 
center, spark plugs ignite the air and fuel mixture.

The resulting expansion of hot, burning gases pushes the piston in the 
opposite direction (down) during the combustion stroke. This is the stroke 
that gets the wheels on your car rolling, just like when you push down on 
the pedals of a bike. When the combustion stroke reaches bottom dead 
center, exhaust valves open to allow the combustion gases to get pumped 
out of the engine (like a syringe expelling air) as the piston comes up 
again. When the exhaust is expelled — it continues through the car’s 
exhaust system before exiting the back of the vehicle — the exhaust valves 
close at top dead center, and the whole process starts over again.

The Four Strokes of a Four-Stroke Engine
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Words of Encouragement
I love etymologies. These origin stories help explain how the meanings of 
words came to be throughout history. Learning about them makes me feel 
something like a language-archeologist. One of my favorite etymologies is 
that for the word “human”: as I understand it, the English word ultimately 
derives from an ancient, Proto-Indo-European root for “earth,” which 
we see shared in words like “humus” (the organic component of soil) and 

“humble” (as in “lowly” or “close to the ground”). There’s a similar, linguis-
tic connection between humans and the earth in Hebrew: the word “adam” 
(meaning “man”) and “adamah” (meaning “ground”) likewise share a root. 
These sorts of relationships give a whole new meaning to the phrase often 
heard at Anglican funerals: “Earth to Earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust.”

An etymology I’ve learned about recently is that for the word “apoc-
alypse.” The first time I encountered the term was as the name of the 
archvillain in the X-Men comics. Suffice to say, since I was a kid I under-
stood “apocalypse” to mean some pretty bad news. And while the 
modern definition still suggests something to the tune of “total and 
absolute destruction,” the word’s etymology shines some new light. 
Apparently, “apocalypse” is derived from the Greek apokalyptein which 
means “uncover” or “reveal.” I’ve also heard this root interpreted as “a 
lifting of the veil.” And I like this — I think it offers something like hope. 
Behind words, there are these strange histories that allow us to see 
them and use them in totally new ways. And maybe behind moments 
that seem like destruction, when it feels like the world is coming to an 
end (or maybe an X-Men villain is about to prevail), there’s really a new 
world being revealed. We’re just getting a peak behind the curtain. 

Josh 
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Answers
SUDOKU #61

SUDOKU #62

HOW TO DRAW A MUSCLE CAR
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